Suppliers of Data Capture and Traceability
Systems to the Wholesale and Catering Butcher





Why use Nucleus 8 Factory System?
■ Sales order processing
■ Automatic picking list generation
■ Unique product labelling
■ Touch screen and RF despatch
■ Automatic despatch notes and invoicing
■ Posting to third party accounts
■ Full yield and traceability
Niche Food Systems are very proud of the
latest release of their renowned and dependable
Nucleus software. Bringing together the stability
and functionality of our tried and tested systems
with the latest in technology.
We have been market leaders of Factory Data
Capture and Traceability Systems for over 14
years. By linking to your back office system
or by using the Nucleus 8 office package
we can offer a suite of reports that allow
you to analyse the profitability of all of your
processes.
By seamlessly linking into our office
purchase order processing system, our meat
processing systems enable goods coming in
to be easily identified and weighed into stock.
HACCP questions are prompted and
traceability information is recorded.
This facilitates real time raw material stock
management, by allocating unique barcodes
which provide the initial basis for your food
traceability system.

As the raw materials enter the factory the
unique barcode is scanned providing valuable
information about the work in progress.
Using our sales order processing system all
customer orders can be entered onto the
office PC or imported directly from the App.
All customer history and pricing information
is held here.
Sales orders are sent to factory
touchscreens, which will show the production
schedule and products to be prepared.
Operators can cut and pack products
according to instructions and quality pictures


on the screen. Products can be labelled here
or later in the process, once they are ready
for despatch.
Each system is tailored to suit our customer’s
preferences, promoting familiarity and greatly
reducing room for error.
Being able to access the raw material
information as the products are processed
enables customers to generate an
accurate yield.
When the products are ready for despatch,
a hand-held scanner or touchscreen will
display all orders for despatch. Products can
be scanned or when using the touchscreen
can be weighed and labelled. Any notes that
have been set against either the product or
the order can be viewed on the touchscreen.
A box label can be produced which includes
all items in the box(es) along with a customer
name and round number.
Each order will not be marked as complete
until all of the necessary elements have
been scanned. Once it has been fulfilled,
the hand-held scanner or touchscreen is
able to transmit all of the relevant data back
to the office PC, which then produces the
accompanying documentation
including delivery notes and
delivery round information.
Finally all information is
recorded and stored in
accordance with traceability
guidelines then sent to the
FX accounts package - or
exported to your existing
accounts package for invoicing.


As the Nucleus 8 package has been
developed specifically for the food industry a
lot of attention has been put into all aspects
of traceability.
It is possible to use the system to conduct
product recalls where the user can enter a
specific batch number and the system will
generate a product recall report detailing all
of the customers who have received products
from the batch, giving details of the delivery
date and order numbers.
If you have the Nucleus 8 purchase order
processing module it is possible to trace
an item from the sales invoice back to the
despatch note onto the sales order, through
any production processing and back to the
goods received note, purchase order and
hence supplier that it has originated from.
No more handwriting weights, no more data
entry and no more error.

Get the App
Sales order processing made easy...
Niche systems will provide you with a
bundle of apps to give to your
chefs and customers.
See back page for
further details.

Visit our website, www.niche-cs.com
for further details or contact Sarah Adams on
01254 662130 07715 905265 sarah@niche-cs.com

Get the App!
Say good bye to receiving orders on the answer phone and the Fax machine...
Say good bye to typing all sales orders onto your PC...
No more writing down sales orders...
								

...get the App!

Using a phone or a tablet your customers can access their personal order page, with order history and place orders
directly to our Nucleus Sales Order Processing System, this will appear on your office PC and or factory touchscreens and
auto print to printers. You can send specials and recipe suggestions to increase sales.
With ordering this easy - your customers will never need to go anywhere else.

The Nucleus 8 App will give you the flexibility to enable:
■ y our account managers to place orders when
in front of customers new and old.
■ your own shops to place orders to your central supply
■ your customers butcher shops to place orders
■ your chefs to place orders.

For more information contact Sarah Adams on
01254 662130 or 07715 905265
sarah@niche-cs.com

Niche Food Systems Ltd
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